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         Contact:  stfilica@mail.com 

  8 Feb St Filica AGM 

 9 Feb       Parish Council meeting 

24 Feb deadline for March 

25 Feb     Filkins Theatre AGM 

28 Feb     Fish and Chips van, from 5.30 

  on Woollen Weavers yard 

It’s the month of  St Valentine and there is lots to love, there are occasional bright 

frosty blue sky days,  evenings are noticeably stretching out and in my garden the  

Honeysuckle fragrantissima and the Witch Hazel are both in bloom and smelling won-

derful  and the spring bulbs are pushing up.    So travel hopefully as the New Year real-

ly gets under way, only 48 days till the start of Spring! (counting from the end of this month for 

the pedants).   See our centre pages  for a reminder of the glorious Advent Windows 

around the village, thank you to everyone who participated.   

 

 

As an addendum to last 

month’s  mention of the ash tree, Lee Bennet has kindly sent me photos of the tree 

from around 2004, not in it’s glory but as decay was underway, however you can see 

what a major landmark it was in the landscape.  Ed. 

                               Village Lottery Winners 

January: Rachel Vetch      February: Richard & Rosie Howe 
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Services for your Diary 

Sunday 13th February – Filkins 

6pm – Evensong 

Sunday 27th February – Filkins  

10.30am – Holy Communion & Baptism 

Christmas already seems ages ago, but the traditional Carol Service at Filkins was a truly 
happy occasion as we celebrated the start of Christmas week and looked forward with 

hope to a happier and healthier 2022 for us all. Huge thanks go to Heather Atkins for step-
ping in as organist and doing such a wonderful job. Then on Christmas Eve we enjoyed a 

family service for all local families and their guests, after which the Crib was put up in the 

porch and beautifully decorated by Diane Blackett – thank you as always Diane. 

Filkins Nursery School 

Filkins Nursery School classes shared their understanding of Christmas when Gill Allison 
visited to unpack the story with a bag of Nativity figures. 

Each child dipped a hand into the little bag and retrieved a donkey, a sheep, a shepherd, 
the Infant Jesus and the rest of the collection, until we had assembled all the component 

parts of the Nativity scene. Then, with a pop-up story book and a few extras like straw 
(from the guinea pigs’ cage) and aromatic fir cones, plenty of stars and appropriate ac-

tions, we explored the story of Christ’s birth. 

The children responded delightfully. There was a special angel to add to each classroom 
Christmas tree and everyone enjoyed singing Away in a Manger!”. 

Later, a delivery of colourful angel posters arrived to brighten the church in Filkins. Thank 
you to the children and staff for adding to the celebration of Christmas in St Peter’s. It was 
a pleasure to enjoy this village partnership between church and nursery school and look-
ing forward, there’s Easter and Harvest and the Nativity figures ready for next December. 

Reverend Harry MacInnes 

The very best news we could all have had over Christmas is that Reverend Harry’s recu-
peration continues to go well. By the time you read this he will have officiated at his first 
service in Filkins alongside Reverend Margot at Candlemas, and will (very carefully) be 

easing himself back into taking regular services with us. We are so happy and delighted to 
have you back with us Harry – we have all missed you and keep you Sian and the family 

in our prayers and thoughts as you continue to get stronger. A huge thank you to         
Reverend Margot, her husband Martin and all our supportive local clergy who have rallied 

round to help us during Harry’s illness. 

Associate Vicar 

Reverend Margot Hodson 01367 860555      margothodson@svbb.org.uk 
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                     St Filica Society – who or what ?? 

    

You may have noticed our logo around the village and as we have so many new residents – and 

have not been able to hold many events! We thought we had better introduce ourselves. 

St Filica was formed over 35 years ago – as a committee who organise fun events in the village to 
raise funds to put back into the village and other organisations for projects they are undertaking.  
We have donated money to the village hall, Village Centre playground & refurbishments & the 
Swinford Museum to name a few. We also support residents and other village events by hiring 
out our gazebos, chairs & tables at very reasonable rates! We do sometimes theme what we do 
– we had a party for the bus shelter on its birthday, celebrated with our own 2012 Olymipks 
(with medals!) & planted an oak tree for the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee. In the past we have had 
the Filkins Feast, Street Party and many more activities.  

We have had a bit of a hiatus with the current situation but have been working in the back-
ground – VE day was a great success, not able to get together but decorating houses, the Easter 
“Scarecrows” were fun and the advent windows had a great 2nd year. We are hoping to get back 
to organising some events this year. We have our now infamous Quiz & Curry night twice a year, 
village BBQ’s and the much delayed Summer Ball is being organised for July – dust off your black 
tie and long dresses! We will also be celebrating the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee in June – watch 
this space! Fun for everyone….. 

I hope that you enjoyed the visit from Father Christmas, mulled wine & mince pies – our tree is 
donated each year by the Ernest Cook Trust to whom we are very grateful. You should also have 
received your 2022 calendar which we print and distribute each year – if you have a photograph 
of F&BP (not of a house) that you would like to have considered for the cover in 2023, please 
send to stfilica@hotmail.com. We also have a very informative Newsletter which is delivered 
each month by a group of volunteers (thank you!). Please get in touch with our fabulous editor 
Jane Martin stfilica@mail.com  if you have an article. Last – but certainly not least- is the village 
website which is paid for by us and administered by two amazing volunteers Debbie Law & Anni-
ka Hansen – who spend time updating & redesigning. If your organisation has a page (or would 
like one) PLEASE check and make sure it is up to date. If not contact webmaster@filkins.org.uk 
with the updates…  

We raise money to support all the above from events and hiring our equipment – we would not 
be able to operate without volunteers to help us with newsletter distribution, erect gazebos,   
deliver chairs, set up and clear up after events….. the list goes on! And we are always looking for 
people who want to be involved – no pressure! Please email our Chairman Michelle Woodworth 

(stfilica@hotmail.com) if we can add you to our list and spread the load…  

St Filica AGM 2022 

Tuesday 8th February 8pm   Filkins Village Hall 

All welcome – please come along and have a glass of wine 
with us. 
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SWINFORD MUSEUM 

The rather cold and wet weather is not conducive to work-
ing in the Museum building but one has to prepare the ex-
hibits for the opening in May. This year sadly we will only 
have one room open but will endeavour to make that work 

well. I am preparing to remake the ‘gentleman’ in the prison 
as Charlie has been in there rather a long time and overdue a rest. People were locked 
overnight in the prison usually for drunk and disorderly activities and then walked to 

Burford by the local policeman the next day to appear in front of the Magistrate. 
 
If anyone took pity on the prisoner they would fill a tea pot with tea (or beer if neces-
sary) and put the spout through the bars so he could get refreshment. 
We are therefore looking for a jacket and flat cap, to replace the present ones, the older 

and well-worn the better. Please let me know on 860504. Thank you.        Diane Blackett 

                          NEW YEAR, NEW DRIVERS NEEDED ! 

With a backlog of hospital appointments now being rearranged we are looking for more 

drivers to help carry on this valuable service. It only involves one trip a month maximum, 

and the more volunteers we have, the easier it is – it’s a great way of meeting new peo-

ple, and also helping out the community given the difficulty of getting  anywhere on 

public transport from the villages. For more details please contact Theo, Freda or Charlie 

on the numbers below – thank you, your help is REALLY appreciated! 

Sadly due to the significant rise in the cost of fuel we have had to put up the amount we 

charge to reimburse your drivers for their costs by on average £1 a trip. The new 

amounts (the first increase for some five years) are as follows: 

• Local Surgeries               £3 

• Fairford and Witney Hospitals         £6 

• Cirencester and Swindon Hospitals        £11 

• Cheltenham and Oxford Hospitals        £14 

• Banbury and Gloucester Hospitals  £15 

Finally – these days we know we don’t have much cash in our pockets and purses, but 

your drivers aren’t equipped with card readers! So it would be really appreciated if you 

could make sure that you have enough to reimburse your drivers before you make your 

journey. 

As ever – if you need a lift, then please contact Theo in the first instance, then Freda or 

Charlie if you can’t get through. 

With all very best wishes and many thanks to our loyal and hardworking band of volun-

teers without whom it wouldn’t happen   

Theo Hodges 07711 066155   Freda Shrouder 07557 048667 or 01367 860053 

Charlie Payne  07810 158558 or 01367 860529  
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I wonder what the weather will be like when you are reading this. I am writing on a bitterly cold, glori-
ously sunny morning in mid-January. As I walked around the garden, I was determined not to focus on 
all the jobs that will soon need doing but to appreciate what I could see. It was an absolute joy. I found 
some snowdrops to pick to brighten up the kitchen table and an amazing number of plants to enjoy. 
Above are the ghostly white seed heads of honesty; red cornus stems shining against variegated euon-
ymus; a pot of white violas still braving the frosts; the new  flowers of the Helleborus orientalis coming 
through and the tough old Helleborus argu-
tifolia. 

 

      

I then looked up and saw the tracery of the 
branches of a twisted willow against a 
beautiful blue sky. Gardening Club mem-
bers enjoy sharing photographs and to the left of the tree are a member’s 

photographs of snowdrops and a camellia with its buds soon to open. To 
the right are a Coronilla glauca in flower and a cheerful early primrose. A walk through the village showed 
daffodils planted by members of the Gardening Club showing through. I hope they might be flowering 
by now and you are enjoying them 

I began my current role in the village Gardening Club in 2007 and I am now planning to hand over to 
members with more energy and better mobility. I have loved writing monthly for the St Filica Newsletter 
but in future, please look out for different names on the Gardening Club page and some new ideas. All 
adults living in Filkins and Broughton Poggs are welcome to join the Gardening Club. Information can 
be found on the Filkins website or just contact any of the 50 members of the Club. 

Happy gardening – whatever the weather.  Lucille., Lucille68@btinternet.com 
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ARE YOU READY FOR FILKINS THEATRE THIS  

JULY? 
 

It’s that time of year when you might be thinking of 

something new. 

Here is an opportunity to do things you never 

thought you would and have a great deal of fun with new people. 

Filkins Theatre is an established social club and has led a charmed life since we 

began in the 1980s and is now one of exceedingly few village theatrical societies. 

We have a very impressive production record, including productions of Hay Fe-

ver, Gaslight, Night Must Fall, Gosforth’s Fete, The Importance of Being Ernest and 

Perfect Wedding; we have also produced many pantomimes, revues and mur-

der mysteries, many of which we have written ourselves. We have also done chil-

dren’s shows and Living History, which is portraying local historical characters in 

village events. 

Amateur theatre offers you an exceptional chance to develop and explore new 

skills in acting, staging plays, in makeup, lighting, marketing and partying. 

We are not at all cliquey or do not take ourselves very seriously, but I am afraid 

we are ageing! 

 

This summer, we hope again to perform a rehearsed reading. This is a formula we 

have done in recent years to considerable local critical acclaim. We perform a 

play with scripts, in costume, with props, staging and set, all done in a week. It   

isn’t much of a commitment to set aside a week for a great deal of fun and so-

cial interaction….and you don’t need to learn lines. 

 

I am looking for some new people this year, especially those who could play 

characters aged roughly between 20 and 45. 

I would like to hear from you. So, please, if any of this is at all of interest, contact 

me and I will be happy to tell you more about Filkins Theatre and our plans for  

July 2022  or join us for our AGM on 25 February in the Village Hall at 7.30pm you 

will be most welcome. 

Jeremy Irwin-Singer                       07710825357       jeremy.irwin-singer@gmx.com 

If you have missed buying a ticket for the Village Lottery and would like to do so 

please contact me or the Village Shop. 

We have lots of plans to improve our Village Hall this year and 

value hirers input. 

Best wishes for a brighter and safer year. 
Pauline Care  01367 860969 
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We haven’t produced an update for you for a couple of 

months now, but don’t let’s think that means there’s no pro-

gress!  

We have been beavering away behind the scenes with quotes, 

plans and fundraising to get the project moving forwards.  

To date we have had some fantastic donations from individuals 

in the village, and from the Filkins Nursery who hosted a Teddy 

Bears tea party for us, the Filkins WI, the Village Shop, the Wool-

len Weavers and of course the support in kind of Colvin &  Mog-

gridge. We have now with support from the parish council just 

reached the £10,000 mark.   So, Thank you. We have also se-

cured a grant from WODC up to £10,000 subject to us raising 

funds ourselves. But we are not there yet. We have applications 

in for number of other funds but we are also looking to hold 

some events to continue fundraising ourselves.  

 

That leads us nicely on to our fundraising project for the spring - 

The Filkins and Broughton Poggs Community Cookbook! Driven 

forward by  Andrew Berisford from our project group, we are 

hoping to produce a cookbook, full of all our communities fa-

vourites recipe's (Or, ones they have pinched from Granny or 

dare I say Mary Berry or  Ottelenghi!  If you have a recipe you 

would like to contribute please email it to Andrew at  

andrew.berisford@wcbmarketing.co.uk. We hope to then sell 

copies of the cookbook locally to raise funds for the project, 

and you get to enjoy a whole host of new recipes.   

 

From February, we will be starting works to remove the islands 

and rebuild the new play spaces ready for new equipment. In 

March we will be asking for all you able volunteers to come and 

help us finish preparations for the first stage to allow us to install 

the equipment ready to enjoy this summer. If you have already 

volunteered, I have your details and will be emailing more infor-

mation soon. As the project is costly, likely to be in the region of 

£45,000!!! We have split the project into two phases with an aim 

for phase 1 to be complete for this summer and phase 2 for 

spring 2023. So bare with us, but the end result should be some-

thing for all the community to be proud of.  

  

Filkins Playground -  update  

Dates for  

your  

diary  

19th / 20th March - come 

and help us lay the new 

back and mark out the bas-

ketball court and hopscotch 

or pop your gardening 

gloves on and plant some 

plants!  

2nd/3rd June  - Jubilee 

Weekend celebrations - 

handprint painting in the 

playground   

Summer Date tbc - Childrens 

popcorn and movie night in 

the village hall.   
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All so lovely, 

thanks to every-

one 
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There has been a big increase in dogs fouling the Paddock opposite 

the Village Hall. Can you PLEASE stop your dog accessing the Pad-

dock without supervision and PLEASE pick up your mess - children 

play on the grass throughout the year and it is really unpleasant as 

well as being a health hazard. 

THANK YOU! 

                                      

                                            QUIZ AND CURRY NIGHT 

 

Due to a clash with the 6 Nations  Rugby, we have moved the date 

to Saturday 26th March, 7pm for 7.30 start,. Teams of up to 6 people 

Please email michellewoodworth@sky.com to book your table 

 

June 2nd to 5th 

Discussion is ongoing as to how we  might celebrate 

this event .  Currently the thinking includes a Dance 

on the Friday night in the Village Hall and possibly in 

line with the national ‘A big Jubilee Lunch’ a Village Picnic on the 

Kickabout field with perhaps children’s games and certainly the light-

ing of a bonfire (we are too low lying for beacons !)   

            Volunteers will  definitely be required, watch this space. 
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Great news from The Five Alls where Karen Skinner has taken over 
the reins or rather oars! 

Karen is a former Great Britain Junior rower having competed at the 
World Championships before joining the hospitality and events in-
dustry. 

 

Latterly she has been working in South Africa and recently returned 
to ‘Cox’ The Five Alls where she wants to inject some good old fash-
ioned village pub culture. 

 

We can look forward to a ‘raft’ of events beginning shortly with the 
Six Nations Rugby and the pub quiz, in aid of the Playground Appeal, 
on Sunday 6th February at 6pm. 

 

Even more of a ‘stroke’ of genius is Karen offering 10% off food and 
beverages for the month of February, Monday to Thursdays. 

 

Let’s welcome Karen and her new crew! 
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S
In these frustratingly ‘stuck at home’ times the Editor 

asked us to put together a write up of our trip to 

South West Africa. So to remind ourselves that there 

really is a world out there, here goes... 

Where on earth is ‘Nambia’? Or 1,000 miles with Avril 

and Priscilla 

It was in 2017 that President Trump celebrated the achievements of the country of 

‘Nambia’ at a lunch with African leaders. Wherever did he mean – Zambia? Gam-

bia? Namibia? Intrigued we tossed a three-headed coin and decided it was high 

time we went to Namibia on the South Western coast of Africa to find out…  

First some facts. Using the universally accepted unit of size, Namibia is 40 times the 

size of Wales, but with a population the same as Birmingham. It’s the driest African 

country south of the Sahara – taking its name from the mighty Namib desert which 

extends the full length of its coastline with the Atlantic. This is the infamous 

‘Skeleton Coast’, a ships graveyard over the centuries, much of which is now off 

limits due to diamond mining. It’s also unusual in that the main colonial presence 

was German, not British. They weren’t in charge for long, with South Africa occupy-

ing the country in 1915, but there is still a definite ‘German’ sense in the main 

towns. It then stayed under South African administration until independence in 

1990. 

Getting there is straightforward enough – a flight down to Johannesburg, then a 2 

1/2 hour hop to the north west to Windhoek the capital. On arrival you are issued 

with your new best friend – a 4x4. Part of the fascination about Namibia is that 

tourism there is totally different from the rest of Africa. It is expected that you will 

drive yourself around the country unguided. There is very little traffic outside the 

main towns of Windhoek, Swakopmund and Walvis Bay. The roads are safe, and 

well maintained in an idiosyncratic way – gravel over crushed stone. Thanks to the 

dust it’s advisable to keep a kilometre behind the vehicle in front, while overtaking 

is conducted blindly and bravely. 

Day 1 Windhoek We are issued with our 4x4, soon named Priscilla, and our map, 

which is unusual - the largest symbols on it are the petrol stations. There are only 

around 20 outside the main towns, so when you pass one, you fill up – always. 

Windhoek is in the middle of the country and so there are basically two ways to 

get around – clockwise, and anti clockwise. We are going clockwise but not as far 

south as Hilary and Andrew Ward who were there shortly before us and made it 

down to the Fish River, on the border with South Africa. So… 

Days 2 and 3 Sossusvlei We drive southwest to a lodge on the edge of the Namib-

Naukluft National Park. Most travelling days are about a five-hour drive and Avril is 

soon getting to grips with Priscilla while I navigate (easy, only one road. Alt-

hough…). From the lodge the first thing we see are Oryx, the national animal of 

Namibia and one of the largest of the antelope family. They look and move more 

like cattle, with dramatic black and white faces and huge straight horns. Lions 

tend to be quite wary of them unless them are hungry and they can outnumber a 

straggler.  
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Days 4 and 5 Swakopmund We head north up the 

coast passing Solitaire; it’s in the middle of the de-

sert and is part petrol station, part auto wreck mu-

seum and part apple pie bakery, and is all very 

bizarre.  Our next stop is Swakopmund. Swako is 

almost linked to Walvis Bay, and between them 

they are the country’s main port. Best place to eat 

is The Tug, which is exactly that - a tug driven on to the beach and turned into a 

restaurant. Walking back we pass Peters Antiques, selling some ’interesting’ Ger-

man WW2 military memorabilia… We head out 

south down the coast to Sandwich Harbour 50km 

from Swako but not by road - by dune. Avril is not 

driving this 

one, we 

are with 

Burger 

and his 

specially 

converted 

Landy. Here the Namib really does come 

right down to the ocean, and as a result 

getting in and out is entirely dependent on 

the tide. At Sandwich there is – nothing and no one. The eerie remains of an aban-

doned whaling station emerge from the dunes, along with some graves of Strand-

loopers, the nomadic coastal bushmen who inhabited the area pre European con-

tact.  The bird life is stunning, as is Burger’s detour to do some seriously non ecologi-

cal dune bashing on the way home 

Days 6 and 7 Damaraland Today it’s north and slightly east, but first we pass a num-

ber of shipwrecks of various ages before we turn inland. We are here to see if we 

can find the famous Desert Elephants. These are still African elephants, but have 

become adapted to the hotter, drier conditions. It could be a long day; Taafi our 

guide tells us the day before he had a three hour drive over the mountain to find 

them We set off. Ten minutes down the road is an abandoned backpackers camp 

which looks like its been hit by a tornado, with everything knocked over. ‘Eli!’ says 

Taafi hopefully. Another five minutes and we are surrounded by two female-led 

family groups who are meeting together with our jeep in the middle of them. They 

are rubbing up and down both sides of the car, with the two herds greeting each 

other in strict hierarchical order. Taafi explains the two matriarchs are sisters, and 

they are heading to a water hole. We respectfully follow, where we witness 40 ele-

phants enjoying what Taafi describes as a full two hour ‘pool party’. 

Days 8 and 9 Grootberg A much shorter drive today, only a couple of hours on up 

to Grootberg. This is a much higher and tougher landscape, and Avril does brilliant-

ly to get up the pass to the camp. We are here to try to see Black Rhino. Trekking is 

on foot, and it’s dangerous. After two hours we suddenly meet two men, one with 

a rifle. Turns out it’s ok – they are rangers. Our guide tells us it’s a good job they 

were the good guys – poachers are not averse to shooting first and  
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Asking questions later. 

After another two hours we find a solitary male Black Rhino. He’s called Soda, and 

he’s one of the very last left. We watch him from a distance of about 400 yards for 

15 minutes, but even then he’s getting twitchy. Our guide tells us not to send our 

photos home – they have GPS coordinates embedded in the file and the poach-

ers use them to track the rhino down. Two years later a friend visits Grootberg and 

I ask him to ask about Soda. The news is not good; the poachers got him in 2018. 

It’s a war there, and the rhino are losing. 

Days 10 and 11 Etosha We drive further north and spend two nights in Etosha, Na-

mibia’s most famous National Park. Plan is to spend one night in a camp to the 

east, go through the park, then spend the second night at a camp at the western 

gate. Etosha is…ok but actually a bit disappointing. You can’t go off the tracks, so 

unless the wildlife is daft enough to stand within 100 yards of the road you don’t 

see anything much. So everyone goes to one of the waterholes and sits…and 

waits…with quite a few other jeeps doing the same thing. We see lion, giraffe, 

and plenty of warthog, and elephants enjoying the warmth of the roads under 

their feet because at night its surprisingly cold up there – hot water bottles are 

welcome indeed. But it’s not the highlight of the trip, which is a bit of a surprise. 

Days 12 and 13 Back to Windhoek Our first fully tarmacked road as we head 

south, stopping for the night at Africats, a conservancy dedicated to orphaned 

cheetah and leopard. We go on a walk and are accompanied by Hurricane and 

Spitfire, two of the ‘Airplane’ family of cheetah; the cats are wearing tracker col-

lars. One of the challenges is that when the orphans are released into the wider 

conservancy the leopards can predate on the cheetah, and that’s what has just 

happened to the third of the ‘Airplane’ brothers. Its an ok sort of a place, but we 

aren’t totally convinced about it – is it tourism or is it ecology? Apparently since 

we visited they aren’t taking in any new cats, so we aren’t too sure what the fu-

ture holds for them. 

 Then – back to Windhoek, and we hand 

Priscilla back. We’ve become really quite 

attached to the old girl. Avril has driven 

over 1,000 miles in 12 days across all sorts 

of terrain and ‘The Queen of the Desert’ 

hasn’t missed a beat – nor even burst a 

tyre.  The best parts? Sossusvlei, Sandwich 

Harbour and the desert elephants, all of 

which we feel incredibly privileged to 

have seen. So yes Donald, Namibia defi-

nitely does exist. And it definitely has two 

i’s…. 

Avril & Charlie Payne 
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Valentines Day  

     Supper    

If you want to celebrate Valentine’s Day but 
hate the thought of going out to a restaurant 
and paying a fortune for a mediocre, set 
menu in a room full of couples not talking to 
each other.. do what we do and just stay 
home! Get the candles out.. plan a special 
menu spending a bit more than normal but 
thinking of all the savings you are making!  
Even if you do not have a ‘valentine’ just 
invite a friend round… any excuse to cele-
brate! 

One of our favourites is a poor mans 
‘thermidor’.  Rather than using lobster - 
which not only is prohibitively expensive 
(and like flowers, even more so around val-
entines day), you also don’t get much for 
your money -  we use monkfish tails.  I have 
tried many different recipes and this is our 
favourite.   

 

 

 

 

Ingredients: (to serve 2) 

2 small monkfish tails or one large one, 
split into 2 and bone removed (skin and 
membrane removed)* 

Butter 

For the sauce: 

30g butter 
30g plain flour 
350ml milk 
3 tbsp dry sherry 
5 tbsp crème fraiche 
1 tbsp dijon mustard 
60g + freshly grated parmesan cheese. 

*if buying from the supermarket this should 
already be done or ask the fishmonger to 
do it for you.   

Heat oven to 180 degrees C.  Heat grill 
just before fish is removed from the    
oven. 

As soon as you have the monkfish place it in 
a greased, ovenproof,  low sided dish or on 
a baking tray lined with greased foil. It is 
best to have a dish which fits the fish quite 
closely so that when you pour the sauce 
over later it surrounds the fish rather than is 
all over the dish. Sprinkle the fish with salt 
and leave in the fridge until required. 

Take fish out of fridge about 15 minutes be-
fore you want to cook. Dot fish with butter 
and sprinkle with some black pepper.  Cook 
in the oven for 20 minutes maximum. 

Whilst the fish cooks, make the sauce.  Melt 
the butter in a pan and stir in the flour. Stir 
over a moderate heat for about a minute.  
Take off heat and very gradually blend in 
the milk to form a sauce.  Place pan back 
on heat and bring to a boil stirring and then 
simmer gently for 10 mins, stirring regularly 
to avoid lumps or the sauce catching on the 
pan.  Stir in the sherry, simmer for another 
couple of minutes before adding the crème 
fraiche, mustard and about 2 tbsp of parme-
san. Season with salt and pepper but do 
taste as the parmesan can make it quite 
salty and also you will have salt on the fish.  
It doesn’t taste amazing at this point but 
don’t worry – it will. 

 

(you can make the sauce a little in ad-
vance.. if you do, rub the top with a knob of 
butter or put a butter greaseproof paper 
cover over it to stop a skin forming). 

As soon as the fish is cooked, re-heat the 
sauce if necessary, pour the sauce over the 
fish, sprinkle the rest of the parmesan over 
and a little more pepper.  Dot with a little 
more butter and whizz under the grill for a 
few minutes until browned and sizzling. 

Serve with mini new or mini roasted pota-
toes and peas or a green veg of your 
choice. Oh and don’t forget the champagne!  
Fantastic X 
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Green/recycling              grey/household 

Day Morning Afternoon 

Monday 10 -11 3 - 4 

Tuesday 10 –11 3 –4 

Wednesday  3 –4 

Thursday 10 –12 3 –4 

Friday 10 –11 3 –4 

Saturday  10 –11 3 –4 

Sunday 11 –12  

 01367 860 239 

Shop news….  Ann Choyce has taken over from 

Lynne as Secretary to the Shop and writes:   

 

The shop now has a selection of blank greetings cards 

showing local scenes painted by our own village artist, 

Ronnie Bailey.  All proceeds are going to local charities 

including the new playground. Although the shop holds 

a wide range of goods please do let us know if there is 

anything you would like and we will try to get it.  Re-

member to try Mustard foods, from which you can 

make delicious meals of restaurant quality. We sell 

stamps too. 

   * We offer delicious sourdough, fresh croissants, ba-

guettes and now cinnamon buns fresh from Blakes 

Kitchen in Clanfield, on Saturday mornings.  Pre order 

early in the week in the shop or email Ann at 

choyceann@gmail.com 

    * We are still offering lush vegetable, fish and bread 

boxes from the market on Thursdays, please order from 

Lynne by 5pm on Tuesdays at savegelynne@gmail.com   


